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Lets tale about life and the universe and how is the weather,
Is it a nice day or are you light as a feather and whether;
I thought it was kind of heavenly and you thought hell for leather,
And I was happy to talk to Helen and heaven was for Heather!

  

It's good to get a long and go around and do different things
When you are starting to fall in love and buy her nice rings;
For how lovely it really is with all the peace and Christ brings,
And until life sorts itself out and you're perfectly matched as it swings.

  

I love in it when the pieces all start to fall and form together,
Like a British jigsaw puzzle that must just be all completed;
When you're standing on the bridge with her with word, for the letter,
Life is but a ball and the food on the table is going together.

  

It's really a very pretty picture how life forms and falls together,
From the back of my memory air remember the chocolate factory;
And Willy Wonker or buy Cadbury to satisfy her hunger,
Because I know her very well when I was a lot younger.

  

And roses are red and violets are blue and falling love,
Is for things to come true us delicate as they are above;
God has a perfect plan and picture where all things fall together,
And Christ leads the way to which we go and get together.

  

Now as this created picture has formed and fallen together
There really is no need for the negative adversity and weather;
The rain falls in it season and in due course all see whether,
For the reign is the meaning of the kingdom and it all falls together.

  

Signed,
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Such lovely Weather
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